
 

 

NUS Referendum 2019: Deputy Returning Officer Report 

 
BACKGROUND 
The YUSU Trustee Board historically decided that students should periodically have the            

opportunity to reflect on YUSU’s affiliation to NUS. In line with the organisation’s             

member-led ethos, it was decided that continued affiliation to NUS should be a decision              

made by the students. As such, every three years YUSU gives students the opportunity to               

make a decision on our affiliation to the National Union of Students (NUS), via a campus                

wide referendum.  

 

WHAT IS A CAMPUS REFERENDUM 
A campus-wide referendum is a vote open to every member, to determine the views of               

students on an issue of YUSU policy. Referendums are used when there is no clear               

consensus on an issue of YUSU policy or for particularly significant decisions such as NUS               

affiliation.  

 

WHAT WAS YUSU’S POSITION 
The Students’ Union generally remains neutral in campus referenda. YUSU’s priority was to             

ensure a fair and robust debate, rooted in factual information, in which every York student               

that wished to participate was able to do so. Student members, including elected officers,              

were free to participate individually, but they could not represent an official YUSU view on               

the debate. 

 

REFERENDUM TIMELINE 
May 23 (Week 6) - Campaign leaders briefing 

June 3 (Week 8) - Referendum debate 

June 3 (Week 8) - Campaigning and voting opens 

June 10 (Week 9) - Voting closes 

June 11 (Week 9) - Results announced 

 



RESULTS 
Students were asked to vote on the following question: 

 

‘Should YUSU remain affiliated to the NUS?’ 
 
Students were given the options: ‘Yes’, ‘No’ and Abstain. The results are as follows:  

 

Total Votes  
Cast 

Turnout (%) Total ‘Yes’  
Votes 

Total ‘No’  
Votes 

Total 
Abstentions  

1017 5.22% 611 364 42 

 
For a referendum result to be binding, the constitution requires it must reach a turnout               

quoracy of 5% of the 19,470 members of the student body eligible to vote - which equates to                  

974 votes. This number of votes was reached, which means this vote is quorate. 
 

 

COMPLAINTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
Complaints 
The following summarises the complaints raised during the campaigning period: 

 

1. Third party campaigning - Two issues were raised, one by either campaign group: 

● The ‘Yes’ campaign complained about the ‘No’ campaign using a quote from            

a Sabbatical Officer from Hull on a Facebook post. I did not think this was a                

breach as the ‘No’ side were simply using the Hull Sabb’s quote as evidence,              

he was not actively endorsing their campaign.The ‘No’ campaign did agree to            

amend the post to add clarity. 

● The ‘No’ campaign complained about the ‘York Cut the Rent’ group publicly            

endorsing the ‘Yes’ campaign on their official Facebook page. I agreed this            

was a breach and asked the ‘Yes’ campaign to ensure the post was deleted.              

The campaign leader quickly asked the group to remove the post. I had to              

follow this up, but accepted that the ‘Yes’ campaign leader was not able to              

remove the post himself. The post was eventually taken down. 



2. Negative campaigning - I received a complaint about the tone of a personal Twitter              

post made by a member of the ‘Yes’ campaign. The tweet was interpreted by              

members of the ‘No’ campaign as questioning their personal solidarity with           

marginalised groups and strayed into the realm of the ‘personal’. I agreed that it              

crossed a line and asked that a clarification and apology be made on Twitter. 

3. Defacing of physical materials - I received a screenshot of a ‘No’ campaign poster              

that had been defaced. As with all such complaints, without evidence, it’s impossible             

to know who did the defacing. I did however remind the ‘Yes’ campaign about their               

conduct.  

 

My approach to perceived and substantive rules breaches was consistent throughout. I            

communicated constructively with the campaign leaders and gave them the opportunity to            

remedy any issues or breaches. With the information I had, I did not feel any of the breaches                  

were serious enough - i.e. likely to have a substantive impact on the outcome of the                

referendum - to warrant more punitive sanctions such as a campaign bans. We will discuss               

specific learning points in the next section, but I take on board feedback from both campaign                

groups in terms of ensuring clarity on the rules and how decisions about sanctions are               

made. Ultimately, it's important that the DRO is given the freedom to make reasonable              

judgement calls with the information available to them as an impartial official. The dual              

approach with the external RO provides an important check and balance.  

 
Recommendations 
On Friday 14 June I met with both campaign teams and the Policy Coordinator to reflect on                 

the referendum and develop recommendations. 

 
● The timing of the referendum - was a key issue for both campaign teams and the                

Policy Coordinator. It was felt that having the referendum during the assessment            

period and towards the end of Summer Term had a negative impact on engagement.              

Everyone also agreed that it made participation - for campaigners and Policy Review             

Group (PRG) members - challenging and stressful. We also spoke about the timing             

having an impact on YUSU’s capacity to comprehensively prepare campaign teams           

and think deeply and innovatively about promotion. We agreed that where possible,            

referendums should take place in the first half of Terms (i.e. not after Week 6) and                

avoid assessment periods completely. 



● Promotion - We agreed YUSU should promote both campaign pages to ensure a             

wider reach.  

● Campaigner support - both campaign leaders said there would be value in running             

workshops for campaign teams, similar to those ran for candidate during the            

elections - e.g. on the rules, campaigning techniques, poster making.  

● Referendums as celebratory - campaigners reflected on the need to frame           

referendums more positively and celebrate them as democratic opportunities. We          

discussed promoting referendums as ‘Give it a Go’ opportunities and having a            

promotional event before campaign teams are assembled. Hopefully, this would          

encourage a wider range of students to participate. Both campaign leaders and the             

Policy Coordinator thought it was important to recognise the commitment of YUSU            

affiliated political groups, whilst also striving to widen the appeal of referendums in             

the future.  

● Clarity on the rules - both campaign leaders said more clarity on the rules and               

decisions around sanctioning would be beneficial. We agreed to embed a section on             

sanctioning from the election rules into the next iteration of the referendum rules.  

● Reflecting on the rule around endorsements - we discussed the benefits and            

pitfalls of student groups endorsing positions in referenda. The campaign leaders had            

opposing views and there is clearly a need to continue to reflect on this with               

campaigners, student groups, PRG, Officers and staff. Beyond the specifics of the            

referendum rules there is a need to critically reflect on democratic participation at             

YUSU. What are the barriers to participation in elections, referenda and student            

media? How can we more effectively engage less represented students and broaden            

the range of voices and perspectives in our democractic activities (and beyond)?            

How can we negotiate the transformative potential of collective student organising           

and the need to address the challenge of BNOCs dominating ‘popularity contest            

politics’.  

● ‘Personal’ and ‘political’ - both campaign leaders suggested that future          

campaigners and election candidates should be discouraged from using their          

personal accounts for campaigning. We also agreed that campaigners should be           

made aware that the referendum rules also apply to personal accounts - e.g. in              

relation to negative campaigning. 

 

Nick Glover  
YUSU Student Voice & Insight Manager  



APPENDIX 1 
 
Retrospective concerns 
In addition to the above, I was approached on Tuesday 11 June by three members of the                 

‘No’ campaign. As this was after the results had been returned and the timescale for               

complaints had elapsed, I was unable to take meaningful action in relation to the alleged               

rules breaches. The students did however make clear that their intention was to inform this               

report rather than impact the result. 

 

As well as covering the specific incidents already mentioned, the ‘No’ campaign touched             

upon the following: 

 

● The ‘Yes’ campaign not putting the required disclaimer on their social media pages 

● Other incidents of allegedly negative campaigning - including personalised jibes 

● One campaigner said it was more uncomfortable than others they have experienced. 

● Feeling questioned about their identities due to the perceived tone of the ‘Yes’             

campaign’s approach. 

● Lack of clarity on some of the rules and the way decisions are made in relation to                 

sanctioning. They also raised concerns about my approach to sanctioning;          

specifically that it wasn’t strong enough in relation to the aforementioned complaints            

and did not seek to redress advantages gained. 

● The need to explore another NUS referendum in the first term of next year. 

 

It is important to stress that the ‘No’ campaign’s retrospective concerns were raised in a               

constructive way. They are all clearly interested in and committed to improving democratic             

activities at York. However, whilst I appreciated and engaged with these concerns, I was left               

questioning why they were not all raised during the campaigning period. As Deputy             

Returning Officer I am reliant on campaign teams proactively reporting rules breaches so I              

can make an informed judgement. I don’t have the capacity to police what the campaign               

teams are saying or doing - I can only go on what is brought to me during the campaign                   

period.  

 

I was also left feeling uncomfortable about the idea of another referendum at the start of next                 

term, which was suggested on the basis of the low turnout, the problematic timing of the                

referendum, and perceptions of the lack of promotion and the negative tone of the campaign.               



I appreciate the timing was not ideal and that we need to find better, more innovative ways of                  

promoting participation. Nevertheless, the suggestion of another referendum implies a lack           

of legitimacy, or more seriously, fairness. In this referendum, quorum was met and I believe               

we facilitated as fair and as balanced a political referendum as we could. YUSU took the                

decision not to publish our own information and data about the NUS affiliation - to mitigate                

potential perceptions of bias - instead providing the campaign teams with the same             

information and encouraging them to determine the narratives. Both teams were supportive            

of this approach.  
 


